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PROTECT YOUR EMPLOYEES + ENSURE COMPLIANCE
WITH Clear2 SIMPLE SOLUTION
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S O L U T I O N S  F O R  A L L  B U S I N E S S E S  &  I N D U S T R I E S

Safe-T Entry Access powered by Clear2 is a 

first line of defense, wellness management 

screening solution that provides temperature 

and symptom checking to protect employees 

and clients. 

Comprised of a mobile app and a temperature 

verification kiosk, Clear2 makes daily screening 

quick and effective by combining mobile 

technology with a temperature verification. 

Coupled with a powerful administrative 

portal to manage and organize screening 

data, Clear2 is a comprehensive strategy to 

safeguard people and mitigate employer 

liability.
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The mobile app allows for the initial daily 
symptom assessment to begin offsite in order 
to mitigate the interaction of sick employees 
while providing a virtually touchless check-in 
process upon entering the office. Updated lists 
of CDC symptoms and guidelines are included 
in the app.  Users complete a daily health 
screening in the Clear2 app before they come 
into work and can validate their status with a 
quick temperature check once they arrive 
using the temperature verification kiosk. 

P R E S C R E E N I N G

T H E  Clear2 S I M P L E  S O L U T I O N

 
 

E N T R Y  A C C E S S  T E M P E R A T U R E  C H E C K

Using the hands-free thermal temperature scanning kiosk, the temperature 
is verified, and a validation QR code is displayed to either the employee 
or guest. This validation is required for entry into the location. 

C H E C K P O I N T  Q R  C O D E S

Using their personal device, users can scan various “checkpoint” QR 
codes that are set up based on the logistics of a particular location. These 
unique QR codes can be separated by buildings, floors, wings, or locations 
to allow for attendance data to be segmented and queried to provide 
valuable tracing data in the event of an outbreak.

The Clear2 administrative portal gives organizations a real-time, streamlined view of all recorded activity. 
Each user’s status is clearly shown, along with all validation and Check-In dates and times. No personal or 
symptomatic data stored.  Reports can easily be queried and exported in a spreadsheet format, giving 
companies greater control.

D A T A  M A N A G E M E N T  V I A  A D M I N I S T R A T I V E  P O R T A L 

T E L E H E A L T H

An integrated telehealth provider is offered through 
the Clear2 application. A custom telehealth link 
can be added for clients with their own provider. 
Remediation options can be customized, and this link 
can connect to a customer’s own telehealth provider 
or human resource department.

R E A L - T I M E  T R A C K I N G  +  R E P O R T I N G

https://www.specialt.net/safe-t/clear2
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DOWNLOAD 
THE Clear2 APP AND GET REGISTERED

The Clear2 app is free for any user to download from Google Play or the Apple App 
Store. Registration requires an email address, name, and password. Companies requiring 
employees or visitors to utilize Clear2 will have an organizational invite code that users 
will enter during the registration process and ties them to the company. Once a user is 
registered, they can log in using the email address and password they created. They will 
need to allow camera access for scanning of validation and checkpoint QRs.

1

H O W  Clear2 W O R K S

2 COMPLETE THE DAILY 
HEALTH SCREENING IN THE APP

Once a user is logged in to the Clear2 app, they will tap ‘Begin’ to start their daily 
health screening. A licensed user can also schedule an appointment with a medical 
professional via telehealth at this point. Daily screening has three sections:

1. CDC BEST PRACTICES
Users will read and acknowledge their understanding of infection control best practices 
from the CDC in this first section. Clear2 regularly updates this information as new guidance 
is released; users will receive a notification within the app anytime there are new guidelines 
to review.

2. HEALTH CHECK
Users are guided through a series of questions to 
determine whether they have been exposed to 
COVID-19 or if they are exhibiting any symptoms 
of the virus. They are asked about their current 
temperature, specific symptoms of COVID-19 such 
as cough, congestion, loss of taste, and difficulty 
breathing, and whether they have been around 
anyone who may have been exposed recently. If a 
user’s answers during the health check indicate that 
they may be affected by COVID-19, they will not be 
cleared to go to the work location. 

In a post-COVID-19 workplace, screening may still 
be required and the app can be updated to reflect 
current screening criteria. 

3. TEMPERATURE CHECK
Users have two options for a temperature check. 
They can take their temperature at home and submit 
the thermometer reading via the app or they can 
skip the temperature check. A user may skip the 
home temperature check if their organization has an 
on-site Clear2 Kiosk (or other temperature screening 
device) that scans them once they arrive at work. 
Users must have a normal temperature (under 100.4 
F) in order to receive validation and entry into a 
location.

If a User Exhibits a Temperature Over 100.4F
A notification email is automatically sent to the 
company Clear2 administrator if a user displays a 
temperature over 100.4F. This notification will come 
from the Clear2 app if the user completes their 
temperature check at home. If they are scanned on 
the Clear2 Kiosk, the notification will be sent at that 
time.

3 COMPLETE VALIDATION AT THE WORKPLACE

When a user successfully completes their health screening at home, they can 
head into work. The next step is for the user to validate their normal temperature 
when they arrive at the organization’s location. This can be easily accomplished 
with the Clear2 Kiosk; verbal and on-screen instructions guide users through the 
process. Simply stand in front of the kiosk, which conducts a thermal scan to 
quickly check the person’s temperature; if the temperature is normal (under 100.4 
F), a QR Code is shown on the kiosk screen. The user then scans that QR Code with 
their Clear2 app and is cleared to enter. 

4
CHECK-IN ANYTIME YOU LEAVE AND COME BACK 

If a user must leave the location and come back later (going to lunch, for example), 
they must use their Clear2 app to scan a Check-In QR Code that is posted inside 
the workplace. This Check-In functionality allows for detailed tracking of users’ 
movements and contact tracing. Each scan of a validation or Check-In QR Code 
is recoded in the Clear2 administrative portal. 

5 IF  THE HEALTH CHECK AND/OR TEMPERATURE 
READING INDICATES A POTENTIAL INFECTION

The user will not be cleared to enter the organization’s location. A notification 
will be sent to the Clear2 administrator, and the user will be advised via in-app 
notification to alert their supervisor and seek medical attention.

Clear2 KIOSK
The Clear2 temperature screening 
kiosks are compact, easy to set up, 
and able to scan large numbers of 
employees or guests without additional 
staff. A standard electrical outlet is all 
that is required. The sleek design of 
Clear2 Kiosk blends in with any décor.

TELEHEALTH
If a user is feeling ill, they can schedule 
an appointment with a medical 
provider of the employer’s choice or 
internal contact.

Contact Special-T Sales Team 
Clear2@SpecialT.net
678-879-0777
specialt.net/safe-t/clear2
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